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1. Introduction

This article examines aspects of explicitation and implicitation in legal translation on the basis of a think-aloud study involving trainee translators. Explicitation has been seen as an inherent feature of the process of translation, e.g., by Blum-Kulka (1986), who first put forward the so-called explicitation hypothesis “according to which translations are always longer than the originals, regardless of the languages, genres and registers concerned” (Klaudy 1998: 84). This hypothesis has been further explored by i.a. Klaudy and Károly (2005) and Pápai (2004). Explicitation has also been considered in the context of the strategies used by both non-professional and professional translators (Laviosa-Braithwaite 1996; Puurtinen 2003; Dimitrova 2005a and b). Implicitation seems to be a less frequent procedure (Klaudy and Károly 2005). Our key point of interest is to explore the explicitation hypothesis in the context of legal translation. Because of the specific functions of legal texts, legal translations made by trainee translators may be assumed not to comply with the explicitation hypothesis due to the risks involved.

2. Background

In legal translation a number of factors play a role. Compared with many other text types, legal texts such as Acts of Parliament, judgments, and contracts are special because they do not merely describe or inform the reader about some state of affairs in the world, but in terms of speech act theory they are also partly performative, which means that they create new states of affairs in the world (Searle 1989). A contract, for instance, will create rights and obligations resting on the parties to the contract, and a judgment may impose on an individual a duty to perform certain actions. In other words, legal texts have consequences. Another characteristic of legal texts is that they are linguistically quite complex and difficult to understand for non-experts because of their frequent use of passive and nominal constructions, script roles and legal terminology. All of these linguistic features mean that in order to arrive at a successful construction of the text scenario the reader, and especially the lay reader, has to perform extensive inferencing. This type of inferencing may be seen as a kind of mental explicitation, which involves the cognitive identification and explicitation of who the actants are, how they interact, as well as the time, place and cause of the events described by a legal text.

On the basis of the above factors, two general assumptions about explicitation and implicitation can therefore reasonably be made with regard to translation of legal texts. From a legal point of view, adding or subtracting information in legal translation is a high-risk procedure because of the potential change of legal meaning and/or effect of the target text, and therefore it is reasonable to assume that explicitation and implicitation will be a relatively rare phenomenon in legal translation. Renato Correia, a translator working in the EU, describes the crux of the problem as follows: “Translating means choosing; but how does one make the right choice when the best linguistic solutions might be undesirable, because they could have unintended political or legislative consequences?” (Correia 2003: 42).

Conversely, from a cognitive point of view the assumption may be quite the opposite. Legal texts describe legal scenarios that are on the whole unfamiliar to lay
readers, and the language used to describe these scenarios is linguistically relatively complex. On this basis, it might therefore be assumed that the effort involved in the necessary mental processing will leave traces in the target text in the form of linguistic explicitation and/or implicitation. This assumption finds support in Pym (2005), who discusses the relationship between discursive complexity and frequency of explicitation in translation. Referring to Whittaker (2004), whose work showed increased instances of explicitation in passages marked by greater discourse complexity, Pym hypothesizes that “the harder the source text, the harder the translator works, and the more likely they are to make their renditions explicit” (Pym 2005: 8-9).

Steiner (2001) also discusses the efforts involved in the translator’s understanding of the source text as a source of explicitation. Working within the theory of Halliday’s systemic functional grammar Steiner sees the translator’s understanding of the source text as a process of de-metaphorisation of what is called grammatical metaphors. This de-metaphorisation involves relating meaningful (grammatical) units to some of their less metaphorical variants, thus making many types of meaning which are implicit in the original explicit with the help of co-textual and contextual knowledge. At some point in that chain of de-metaphorization, then, re-wording in the target language begins, and although good translators will approximate a full semantic paraphrase […], they will often not go all the way back up the steps of grammatical metaphorization, either for contrastive-typological reasons, or simply because of internal fatigue (Steiner 2001: 11).

The result will thus be a target text with a higher degree of explicitness.

To our knowledge, no studies have been undertaken specifically of the relationship between discourse complexity and instances of implicitation. Laviosa-Braithwaite (1996: 155) refers to earlier studies by Vanderauwera (1985) that showed “evidence of syntactic simplification in connection with difficult and complex syntax as well as omissions or reductions of overlong circumlocutions and irrelevant details.”

But what is the situation in the real world of legal translation? How is this schism between legal and cognitive factors actually reflected in translations performed by translators representing different levels of legal and translational expertise (professional translators and trainee translators)? Or, in other words, what is the correlation between any mental explicitation of the complexities of a legal ST and linguistic explicitation or implicitation in legal translations performed by the two groups, respectively. This question is interesting from a didactic/pedagogical point of view because what professional translators do and do not do when translating legal text in a sense represents the norm that trainee translators are working towards in what they do and do not do.

This study looks specifically at trainee translators, who represent the lowest level on the scale of expertise. Trainee translators can be characterised as having some knowledge of translation processes, but limited knowledge of the legal domain as opposed to the professional legal translator operating at the other end of the scale of expertise.

For the group of trainee translators, an extra and more specific assumption to supplement the more general assumptions may therefore be made: The complexity of legal texts is so high and the trainees’ level of legal expertise is so limited that any mental explicitation of actants, places, times, etc. in the process of understanding a legal text will only be reflected in their translation to a very limited extent. Thus, we
expect that a fairly literal translation will be chosen by the trainees as the safest choice, so that only instances of obligatory implicitations and explicitations, i.e., implicitations and explicitations dictated by differences in language systems, will be found.

To explore this assumption the following research questions were formulated: Do trainee translators engage in mental explicitation of the actants, their interaction, the time, place and cause of events in their cognitive processing of the features that are considered to add complexity to legal texts? And if they do, what happens to this mental explicitation in the target text (TT), is it transferred to or omitted in the TT, or is it followed by any instances of implicitation in the TT? Conversely, if they do not engage in source text (ST) mental explicitation, does this mean that there is a corresponding absence of linguistic explicitation in the TT, can linguistic explicitation still be found in the TT, or is there any implicitation in the TT of source language (SL) textual units.

Furthermore, if our assumption is rebutted and the trainees do in fact engage in linguistic explicitation or implicitation in their legal translation, what types of explicitation and implicitation do they then opt for? And what may be the reasons behind the trainees’ choice of linguistic explicitation or implicitation?

3. Data and methodology

The data we base our discussions on are think-aloud protocols and legal translations produced by Danish M.A. students of English for Specific Purposes working in pairs. All of these trainees had received prior translation training both at the B.A. and the M.A. levels, and they were native speakers of Danish.

We designed a project and chose concurrent think-aloud with video-recording of the eight trainees’ discussions. The actual translation process was logged in the software program Translog (Jakobsen 1999). It may be argued that eight is a fairly limited number of informants. However, the number is connected with the think-aloud method and the considerable amount of data resulting from such think-aloud protocols (TAPs) and is in line with the tradition in process studies, see e.g., Dimitrova (2005b).

It was very important for this particular study that the trainees actually verbalised their thoughts about the meaning of the text to be translated, which we knew would be difficult for them to understand, although it represented a genre they were familiar with. We therefore chose to let them work in pairs because they would then have to account to each other for their individual understanding and suggested translation choices (Haastrup 1991; House 2000; Jääskeläinen 2000).

4. The source text with focus points

Our source text was an extract of a Danish law report that contained a quotation from the judgment reported. It consisted of a total of 103 words, and the trainees were given 75 minutes, which they all used fully. They were also provided with background information in the form of a larger part of the law report, which contained the essential information on the proceedings up to the stage described in the text to be translated, but like the source text proper, the background text was also linguistically fairly
condensed. Dictionaries, both general and legal were provided, and the trainees had access to the Internet. In addition, the trainees were given a simulated translation brief specifying the commissioner of the translation and the target group, but no other directions were given on how to work with the translation assignment.

Even though the ST was Danish, it represented in a sense a foreign language to the trainees because of their limited source language competence in this particular field of Language for Specific Purposes (LSP), which means that they would undoubtedly have to work hard to understand the ST and translate it into their TT.

The points that we chose to focus on in the reader’s overall ongoing inferencing process reflect characteristics of legal style and can be exemplified by a number of questions that could be asked by the reader in relation to nominalisations, passives, culture-bound terms and elliptical phrases, etc. in order to accomplish a successful scene creation. It should be mentioned, however, that we did not in fact ask the trainees explicitly to think along these lines.

An alternative to zooming in on such focus points would be to analyse all verbalisations of mental explicitation performed by the trainees. However, with the focus points, we shall be able to correlate the findings of this study with findings of future studies we intend to conduct involving professional translators.

The section of our source text that we intend to discuss here (69 words) is represented below:

Source text


To illustrate the processing task involved in understanding the translation task, i.e., filling in the slots connected with our focus points, we have drawn on the relevance theory concepts reference assignment (RA) and enrichment (EN), and applied them to our below translation of the ST. For our purposes, reference assignment involves accessing (that is retrieving) a mental representation which uniquely identifies the intended referent (Blakemore 1992: 68). Enrichment represents the process of filling in missing information in a linguistically encoded semantic representation (Blakemore 1992: 61). The text section that we consider here did not contain any problematic cases of lexical polysemy, which is why the category of disambiguation was not included in our analysis.

To facilitate comparison with the ST, this particular translation retains the structure of the original and conveys the meaning on an almost word to word basis.

Our (very) close translation

The Administration of Justice Act (which? RA) section 248 is found (by whom? EN) however not to exclude that the City Court (which? RA) as was the case (in relation to what/when – EN) has allowed the submission (by whom? EN) of a motion for dismissal based on objection (by whom? – EN) to venue. The decision (which? – RA) is also found not to conflict with the European Judgments Convention article 18 as
the preparation (by whom? – EN) of the case before the City Court at the time of the appellant’s statement of case (who/which? – RA) of 15 April 1999 was not advanced. It is therefore accepted (by whom? – EN) that the City Court has allowed the Appellant in accordance with the statement of case dated 15 April 1999 to make a claim for dismissal.

Where the same text unit appeared several times in the text, we assumed that these units were processed in the same way, and therefore only included the unit once as a focus point.

5. Inferencing and translating

There is no doubt that the trainees struggled a great deal both to understand and translate the source text. This is evidenced for instance by the numerous expressions of uncertainty in the TAPs, such as “this is not easy,” “I’m not sure,” “this is annoying,” “maybe,” etc. (see Hjort-Pedersen and Faber [2009]). The trainees also had lengthy discussions about target language legal terminology that did not involve mental explicitation of who, when, where, etc. However, such discussions were not considered to be instances of mental explicitation. They consulted dictionaries and the Internet on numerous occasions to support both the understanding and the translation process. The entire process of understanding and translating a mere 69 words took the four pairs 56.06, 49.09, 47.06, and 34.55 minutes, respectively. It should be noted that the cognitive ST processing cannot always be kept separate from the translation process, as a dictionary consultation may give rise to further processing. Nor does the logging of activities through Translog help separate the time spent on mental explicitation and translation, since in connection with pair think-aloud actual logging is only effected once the trainees have completed their discussion of meaning and agreed on their translation proposal. However, Translog allowed us to record the total amount of time spent on each focus point, and was therefore an important indicator of the mental effort involved in the overall process of understanding and translating.

5.1. Mental explicitation

The mental explicitation results are summarised in Table 1 below. The columns containing plus signs represent the processes of the four pairs, referred to as M&M, T&A, A&M, and K&M. The focus points, i.e., the linguistic units that reflect complexities of legal style, involved 4 instances that required reference assignment, and 6 instances to be enriched. It was found that the four pairs did indeed engage in mental explicitation in connection with these focus points, namely in 8 out of 16 possible reference assignment processes (50%), and in 19 out of 24 possible enrichment processes (79.16%).
Table 1

Mental explicitation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Linguistic unit</th>
<th>Mental explicitation</th>
<th>M&amp;M</th>
<th>T&amp;A</th>
<th>A&amp;M</th>
<th>K&amp;M</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RA Administration of Justice Act</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN is found</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RA The City Court</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN as was the case</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN submission (of motion of dism..)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN objection (to venue)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RA The decision</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN preparation (of the case)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RA the app.'s statement of case</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN is accepted</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The inferencing processes of the four pairs with respect to our focus points shared a number of features:

1. Reference assignment is verbalised a good deal in most cases by the informants. A particular kind of mental explicitation, i.e., that employed in connection with the identity of source text culture-bound terms, could be classified as borderline cases. Here, the reference assignment is made by the informants on the part of the TT reader rather than as part of the understanding process. In these cases, there is either no verbalisation or limited verbalisation.

2. Where a lexical unit required enrichment, the pairs discussed who or what may be connected with the acts described by the passives and the verbal nouns. As for the individual linguistic units requiring enrichment, the amount of mental explicitation may be viewed on a continuum, with passive constructions prompting the highest degree of observations by the informants with a score of 7 out of 8 possible (87.5%). Nominalisations follow with 9 out of 12 possible (75%). The elliptical phrase som sket (as was the case) resulted in mental explicitation by 3 out of 4 pairs (75%).

5.2. Target text with linguistic explicitations and implicitations

We now go on to look at the trainees’ TTs to see if their mental explicitation processes are reflected here, and if so, how. First, however, we need to specify the types of explicitation and implicitation that we considered relevant for our purposes. On the basis of Perego (2003: 73) and Klaudy and Károly (2005: 15), they are defined as follows. Explicitation is of two types: addition and specification.

1) Addition (A) is quantitative in nature, and involves the inclusion in the TT of extra lexical elements that either add or repeat meaningful elements;

2) Specification (S) is qualitative, i.e., it adds meaning(s) by using lexical elements that are semantically more informative.

Similarly, we consider implicitation to be of two kinds:
1) Reduction (R), which involves leaving out meaningful ST lexical elements in the TT;
2) Generalisation (G), which involves using TL lexical elements that are semantically less specific than the ST lexical elements.

Table 2 shows the overall correlation between the four pairs’ mental explicitation and linguistic explicitation and/or implicitation in the TT as well as the types of linguistic explicitation or implicitation undertaken.

**Table 2**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mental explicitation and linguistic explicitation/implicitation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Linguistic Unit</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adm. of Justice Act</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>is found</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City Court</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>as was the case</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>submission (of motion of dism.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>objection (to venue)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the decision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>preparation (of the case)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the app.’s statement of case</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>is accepted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Overall time/ Focus p. time</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The total number of mental explicitations verbalised by the informants in relation to the focus points is 27. Out of these mental explicitations, 14 (51.85%) are mirrored by linguistic explicitations in the TTs. In 11 cases (40.74%), the mental explicitation is not reflected in the TTs. Only 2 instances of mental representation (7.40%) are followed by linguistic implicitation in the TT.

Conversely, there are 5 cases of linguistic explicitation or implicitation that are not preceded by any mental explicitation.

6. The analyses

As mentioned, it was assumed that the trainees would prefer a near-literal translation with only obligatory linguistic explicitation or implicitation because that would be the safest bet, but surprisingly, as Table 2 shows, this was not the case.
If we look at the details in connection with the enrichment processes, we find that there are differences in the way the trainees handle nominalisations and passives in their TTs. Where the pairs opt for a non-literal translation of the passives, they choose either addition or reduction. With nominalisations, on the other hand, they seem to prefer a specification strategy and do not add extra linguistic material, for instance in the form of information about who performs the act described by the verbal noun. As for the elliptical phrase som sket (as was the case), the picture is less clear in that both addition, specification and reduction are opted for.

With regard to reference assignment, the most striking feature of linguistic explicitation is addition, which is used in connection with culture-bound terms. Four out of five instances of addition, however, are not results of prior mental explicitation but an automatic process. The fifth instance, though, reflects the mental explicitation performed in the understanding process.

Specification is also used, but to a lesser extent, and only in cases where the pairs in their discussions have succeeded in sorting out tokens of a particular type of legal entity. Interestingly, generalisation as a strategy was never chosen.

Even though there is no direct linguistic evidence in terms of what the trainees say in the TAPs that explains the above difference in the informants’ approach to nominalizations and passives, the protocols show that it may be connected with what the trainees do, namely their use of bilingual legal dictionaries. If it is possible to look up (what the trainees think are) equivalent nouns in the dictionary, there is no incentive for them to add anything. With the passives, on the other hand, what they find in the dictionary is of course the infinitive form, which they then have to transform by producing either an active or a passive sentence. The TT result is either addition or a literal translation. So, although there is preceding mental explicitation, it does not seem to be the only factor that triggers the trainees’ explicitation strategy for the TT. To illustrate this let us consider the verbalisations in the TAPs in connection with some of the focus points. It should be noted that the TAP dialogue was in Danish and what follows is our translation. We do not discuss the quality of the translations in detail, as quality assessment would be a study in its own right.

6.1. Enrichment of passives

We start out with the passive findes (is found), which is dealt with by M&M in the following way. They begin by looking up an entry for the Danish verb finde, which gives them find. They discuss who is doing the finding and they go on to incorporate their mental explicitation in the translation with an addition.

– we could rephrase it somewhat so that it is easier to translate – right
– yes – so for instance – that the court does not find that s 248 prevents the City Court –

They agree that this is a good way to translate the beginning of the sentence:

– should we put in the court first – that is – the Danish High Court does not find – is it okay to use find (dictionary consulted) that section – of the Administration of Justice Act – that makes it easier – yes

The target text result is then addition of both agent and location of that agent: The Danish High Court does not find.
The strategy used by this pair could be connected with their text flow preferences, i.e., their perceptions of target language norms (“that makes it easier – yes”) lead them to favour an active or a passive construction in their TT to promote the flow of the text. There are however no direct discussions about TL preferences, text conventions, etc. Once they have established who the actant is, the rest seems unproblematic, which means that their solutions, addition or literal translation, seem to be an integrated part of their repertoire.

A similar operation but with a somewhat different result is seen with A&M, who choose a reduction strategy. They opt for the active tense, but end up choosing the wrong subject.

– I am not even sure I understand the Danish text –
– Okay – if one does not find –
– no – if something in the Danish Administration of Justice act does not find –
– maybe we can just start out by saying does not exclude –
– well it means that the Administration of Justice Act does not exclude

In this case the target text result is a reduction because the passive verb findes (is found) is omitted in the translation: [...] the Danish Administration of Justice Act does not exclude that ...

Judging from the TAP, the strategy used here most likely results from the informants trying to gloss over a lack of understanding. It is obvious that they fail to recognise the performative status of the utterance which in their translation turns out as descriptive.

T&A identify the actant behind the verbal phrase, but neither add nor leave out any lexical elements:

– I don’t even know what they mean – oh I think it means that the Administration of Justice Act does not exclude – well I think that we need to include findes because it is what the court thinks...

In this case the target text result is a literal translation: The Danish Administration of Justice Act is found...

With the second passive tiltrædes (is accepted), three pairs choose a literal translation, and only M&M continue to choose addition (of an actant). This strategy may be idiosyncratic and simply an expression of text-flow preferences.

6.2. Enrichment of nominalisations

To illustrate the difference with respect to enrichment of passives and nominalisations, we next look at the most clear-cut case of non-literal translation of nominalisations, i.e., the translation of (sagens) forberedelse (the preparation [of the case]). All pairs perform mental explicitation, and in their TT they choose a specification, but without adding any agent in connection with the verbal act. This strategy seems to be prompted by their dictionary consultations: they simply look up the term forberedelse (preparation) and find the entry of pre-trial stage with a dictionary explanation:

(looking in the dictionary):
– okay listen to this – preparation as specific part of the court proceedings – pre-trial stage – yes that might be it – as the pre-trial stage that sounds good – we’ll take that one
The target text result is thus a specification of the more general Danish term forbere-delse (preparation), as the pre-trial stage of the case.

6.3. Enrichment of elliptical phrase

The elliptical phrase som sket (as was the case) resembles the passive-form focus points in that the trainees cannot look it up in the dictionary. On the basis of their mental explicitation of the unit, A&M handle this problem by choosing a specifying time adverbial:

– It means that it has happened before, right?

so that their target text result is specification: previously.

However, with K&M the same process of mental explicitation of som sket (as is the case) leads to implicitation. They leave the phrase in Danish in their first draft. Then in the revision phase they explicitly choose a reduction strategy by deciding to omit the elliptical phrase altogether:

– We still haven’t done anything about som sket – it is really annoying this som sket –
– but it is something which has happened –
– I was thinking we wrote has allowed so we said it didn’t we –
– yes sort of – they did it – it has happened

This may again be a case of glossing over lack of understanding, or the trainees understand the SL phrase as an element that can be inferred from the TT perfect tense, so that their reason for the implicitation in the TT may be connected with what we have referred to as text-flow preferences.

6.4. Reference assignment in connection with culture-bound elements

Finally, we turn to examples of reference assignment elements where the mental explicitation percentage is low. With Retsplejeloven (the Administration of Justice Act), we see a rare case of total agreement amongst the pairs as to processing and behavioural pattern. For none of the four pairs is there any evidence in the TAPs of mental explicitation, and yet they all choose linguistic explicitation in the form of the addition of the localising generic adjective Danish: The Danish Administration of Justice Act…

This choice is made automatically and according to the TAPs it is connected with pragmatic or cultural considerations. With byretten (the City Court), the TAPs show that three of the pairs verbalise their thoughts about the localisation of the court, e.g., A&M:

– by the way with regard to the City Court – we are in Copenhagen right …

A&M choose to retain their reflection in the target text by way of an addition: The Copenhagen City Court. The rest of the pairs decide that any addition is unnecessary, e.g.,

– do we need to insert Danish – we’ve said that once so we know where we are – right

The target text results show a (more or less) literal strategy without the addition of a generic expression: The District Court…/City Court…
With regard to the assignment of reference to *afgørelsen* (the decision), two pairs (M&M and T&A) discuss which decision the text refers to:

- This is the City Court’s decision – not the High Court’s – right (T&A)
- It refers back to what was appealed from the City Court (M&M)

This mental explicitation is not transferred to the TT of T&A, they opt for a literal translation: the decision. With M&M, however, the result of the mental explicitation is different. They choose to translate *afgørelse* as *the order*, which represents a specification that this is a particular decision relating to an interlocutory appeal from the City Court and not a final judgment. This choice is dictionary based, once they realise the nature and origin of the decision they feel confident enough to choose between the more general and the more specific term presented to them by their translation dictionary. The other two pairs do not engage in mental explicitation and choose a literal translation.

The fourth focus point requiring reference assignment *kærendes processkrift* (*the appellant’s statement of case*) prompts mental explicitation with three of the pairs, who discuss whether *kærende* (*the appellant*) is the claimant or the defendant. They do not, however, use their mental explicitation to specify in their translation who the appellant is, they find a direct equivalent, *the appellant*, and opt for that without further discussion. One of the pairs (T&A) discusses what the referent of *processkrift* is:

- What if *processkrift* covers all of the documents used in a lawsuit
- Yes, this is how it is used here (surfing on the Internet).

This mental explicitation is subsequently reflected in their translation in that they choose to specify the exact nature of this document: *the appellant’s notice of appeal* (although this is in fact not the correct representation of the source text meaning).

### 6.5. Summing up the analyses

The different types of reflections as evidenced by the TAPs and the different TT results seem to be connected with a number of factors. Pragmatic or cultural considerations generally have to do with the need to supplement the target reader’s general assumptions about the legal culture in which the text is rooted. Where this kind of explicitation occurs with our trainees, it is automatic, i.e., it would classify as norm-governed in Dimitrova’s typology (2005b: 236), belonging to the kind of explicitation which is undertaken as part of a non-problematic processing. Examples are found in connection with the adding of a generic element (*Danish/Copenhagen*) to a proper name (*Administration of Justice Act/City Court*).

Text-flow preferences are connected with paraphrasing of both ST and TT textual structures. In this study, this is reflected e.g., in some of the trainees’ preference for active rather than passive voice, they feel that it is easier to construct a TL sentence if they specify/add the actant or actants involved. So from this perspective, this explicitation is strategic and is used to solve a problem. On the other hand, the operation is carried out more or less instantly, which seems to indicate a norm-governed strategy.

The trainees did not verbalise any thoughts about genre conventions that might have been found with a different pair of informants with a higher level of expertise.
Dictionary or Internet inspiration of course also reflects problem-solving processes, and is therefore strategic. The trainees are very dependent on the solutions offered in the specialised legal dictionaries and often such dictionary entries will prompt them to specify lexical meaning or add lexical elements. Lack of understanding turns out to be a trigger of implicitation in our study. Again, this is a strategic procedure simply to get on with the translation.

7. Conclusion and perspectives

As we had expected, our analyses have shown that the pairs spent quite a lot of time processing and translating the focus points. What surprised us was that in more cases than we had expected they were willing to run the risk of linguistic explicitation or implicitation in spite of the legal consequences and risks involved. Thus, they did not restrict themselves to obligatory linguistic explicitations and implicitations as the safest choice. However, it is of course possible that their choices in this study may differ from what they would do in a real-life commission.

The types of linguistic explicitation and implicitation chosen by our trainees were addition or specification and reduction. Addition is used where they implement their mental explicitation in the TT – as hypothesized by Pym (2005). Addition is also found without any preceding mental explicitation, in which case the trainees must have internalised some kind of norm of their own – what Dimitrova (2005b: 236) refers to as norm-governed explicitation. Specification, on the other hand, reflects extensive dictionary consultation. With respect to implicitation, we have found only reduction, but no examples of generalisation. This could be a sign that the trainees have insufficient knowledge of the legal systems involved, or that they have not incorporated generalisation as a strategy in their translation repertoire.

Another interesting result yielded by this study is that the trainees do not seem to be (consciously) aware that what they are doing when they choose linguistic explicitation or implicitation is to add or leave out information. At least, there are no discussions in the TAPs that indicate such awareness. Nor is there any evidence in the TAPs of the trainees discussing whether linguistic explicitation or implicitations would conflict with any text type conventions or relevance criteria in the expert-to-expert communication in which they serve as mediator.

Because of the limited number of informants in this particular study, the results are of course indicative rather than conclusive, but they will be supplemented with other experiments involving other types of informants. Thus, the next logical step will be to look at translations produced by professional translators. What we want to examine is whether a different correlation between the mental explicitation and linguistic explicitation and implicitation can be found. Also, we want to examine the extent of any overlap or mismatch between the underlying causes of trainees’ and professionals’ linguistic explicitation and implicitation strategies. In this way, we hope to get a more detailed picture of the processes involved in moving up the scale of expertise in legal translation.
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